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The program has technology related curricula. 
The program demonstrated incentives to perpetuate tech- related knowledge transfer. 
The program displays effective outreach to a wide array of students.
The nomination requires testimonials from two current or former students, educators or other individuals who
have excelled or benefited from this program.   Click here to download testimonial from.

As part of the selection process, nominations will be judged on the following
criteria:

Describe how the program demonstrates tech- related knowledge transfer to students and other learning
minded professionals. (20%)
Describe how the program demonstrates creative, innovative approaches that reach out to students and
other learning-minded professionals (20%) 
The measurable accomplishments the program has achieved. (40%)
Testimonials demonstrating how this program has impacted or benefited the student or institution in
encouraging students to pursue engineering or technology related career paths. (20%)

Award category judges' interview:

Nominees for this award have the possibilit y to be interviewed by the judges on June 26th
between 10:30 am and 12:00 pm. All nominees for this award should be informed of  the potent ial
for this interview.

School/Institution Name

University of North Texas

Name of Program

Bug Wars

Number of Students in Program

20

Administrator or Advisor's Name

Renee Bryce

Does the nominee or nominator have approval from the Administrator/Advisor to
submit a nomination?

Yes

http://files.constantcontact.com/fb84e3b9001/b6c8a2b0-3606-4fd9-8992-4ed4f94781ee.pdf


1. Describe the program.

Dr. Renee Bryce is the founder of the Bug Catcher and Bug Wars programs that have engaged hundreds of students
in DFW and nationally to expose them to the tech field.

Bug Catcher is a Software Testing competition system where students compete to find the most bugs in problem sets
as quickly as possible. Bug Catcher displays requirements and code for each problem. The competition is accessible
to students without programming experience as they may enter test cases based on the requirements. Students with
coding experience may work on more advanced problems and use the code to guide their testing, viewing code
coverage data as they run test cases. Bug Catcher has reached 2,000+ high school and undergraduate students in 8
years with 78% reporting increased interest in pursuing a Computer Science degree. Bug Catcher was funded by the
National Science Foundation and Google provided priz es.

Bug Wars is a competitive and collaborate research experience that engages undergraduate students in research.
While students “compete” with each other to solve research problems, in the end, they learn the trade-offs of their
approaches and the value of combining new ideas. Bug Wars served 60+ students and was renewed to serve an
additional 30 more students. Bug Wars received over $1 million in funding from the National Science Foundation
(NSF).

2. Describe how this program perpetuates tech-related knowledge transfer. (20%)

An important contribution of Bug Catcher and Bug Wars is that the program exposes more students to the field of
Computer Science and ultimately increases the pipeline of technology workers, especially here in DFW. The Bug
Catcher program exposed 2,000 middle and high school students to the field of Computer Science with hands on
experience. The pre-  and post-survey results provide quantitative and qualitative data that the program encouraged
many students to pursue Computer Science as a major. During the past 8 years, 78% of the Bug Catcher participants
reported an increased interest in pursuing a Computer Science degree.

The Bug Wars Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program provides undergraduate students with
research opportunities and close mentoring. Bug Wars supported 60 students and has funding to support 30 more
students. Bug Wars has supported diverse cohorts of students, including underrepresented students. Approximately
30% of participants were African American or Hispanic students and 44% female students. One third of the Bug
Wars student participants came from colleges without graduate programs where students may not have opportunities
to participate in research. Over the past 6 years, 100% of the Bug Wars students graduated with Computer Science
degrees or are currently enrolled as full- time Computer Science students and are working on their degrees.

In summary, the program perpetuates tech-related knowledge transfer through careful mentoring of students that
may join the tech pipeline, both regionally and nationally.



3. Describe how this program demonstrates creative, innovative approaches that
reach out to students and other learning-minded professionals. (20%)

Bug Wars is a novel program that exposes students to Software Testing and research through both competition and
collaboration. Students create new knowledge about user-session-based test ing, model-based test ing
with AI planning, and the combination of these two techniques as applied to web applicat ions.

Bug Catcher competitions have been offered to 2,000+ students over the past 8 years with no fee to participants. It is
the only Software Testing Competition system that is accessible to students without coding experience, but is also
customiz able to provide challenges for students with coding experience. In general, competitions are offered to
students that visit campus as add-ons to existing events, such as RoboCamps, and visits to various schools. Bug
Catcher is web-based, which allows us to also offer competitions over the web for teachers or organiz ations that are
excited to expose their students to Computer Science.

Bug Wars is a competitively funded program to support research experiences for undergraduate students. The
program has received over $1 million in funding from the National Science Foundation (2012-2020). A unique feature
of this REU is that it encourages both competition and collaboration. The students initially split into two teams that
strive to find the most faults in web application systems under test. One team collects, reduces, and prioritiz es user-
session-based test suites. A second team uses machine learning to build models of the software and AI planning to
generate test suites. Students compete to show the merits of their approach on the same systems by considering the
siz es and fault detection effectiveness of their test suites. The students then critically discuss their work and propose
combining the different approaches to further improve effectiveness. Bug Wars provides a supportive environment
that encourages students to complete Computer Sciences degrees, including both undergraduate and graduate
degrees. The students gain basic research skills, including the formulation of research questions, design of
experiments, critical evaluation, and written and oral communication.



4. Describe and define what measurable accomplishments the program has
achieved. (30%)

Bug Catcher uses assessments developed by an external evaluator, including pre-  and post-surveys that collect
quantitative data (using a Likert scale) and qualitative data with student comments. Over the past 8 years, over 2,000
students participated in Bug Catcher competitions and 78% reported an increased interest in pursuing a Computer
Science degree. Student comments helped us to improve the usability of Bug Catcher over the years with the main
comments being that many students want us to teach them how to code after the event. This is an exciting outcome
that they want to learn more!

Each student takes pre-  and post-surveys about their experience. Longer term assessment tracks degree completions,
graduate school enrollments, and job placement. The students report high satisfaction with the Bug Wars program. A
total of 100% of the students have completed Computer Science degrees or are currently enrolled as full- time
Computer Science students. A total of 46% of students are currently enrolled in undergraduate or graduate
programs, 26% completed a graduate degree, and 28% work in industry with a goal of pursuing a graduate degree
after gaining valuable work experience. This program increases the pipeline of highly educated Computer Science
professionals in DFW and nationally.

In addition to the measurable assessment outcomes above, Dr. Bryce has an international reputation for her work as
the fourth most cited researcher in the area of Test Suite Prioritiz ation. She has received over $2.8 million in research
funding. Her work is well cited with an h- index of 16. Specific to Bug Catcher and Bug Wars, she is well known
within the Software Testing research community and the NSF REU Site PI community. Bug Catcher was featured in
the top CS Education Conference as published in a paper by Dr. Bryce and several Bug Wars students noted with ‘*’:
R. Bryce, Q. Mayo*, A. Andrews*, D. Bokser*, M. Burton*, C. Day*, J. Gonzalez*, T. Noble*. Bug
Catcher: A System for Software Testing Competit ions, Proceedings of SIGCSE, Denver, CO,
(March 2013), pp. 513-518.

Dr. Bryce was personally invited by the NSF Program Director for the Computer and Information Science and
Engineering (CISE) REU Sites, Dr. Harriet Taylor, to serve as a Co-Organiz er of the 2017 NSF Research
Experience for Undergraduates PI Meeting attended by PIs of all funded NSF REU CISE Sites nationwide to provide
them with guidance for running their sites.

5. Additional comments related to nomination.

Computer Science is a profession that offers a lifet ime of meaningful opportunit ies. Many
students do not have parents in the tech field, so it ’s important for our community to reach out.
It ’s also essential to engage students who already have an interest and help them achieve their
dreams. The Bug Catcher program helps connect and recruit students into the tech pipeline. Bug
Wars supports students who are already in the pipeline, providing them close mentorship on
research projects outside the classroom. These students make Dr. Bryce’s career worthwhile
knowing each student with a computing degree will do amazing things to move the world forward.

Renee’s vision is to expand Bug Catcher to reach 10,000 students/year by scaling the web
applicat ion, developing more problem sets, and working with a network of educators, such as
National Center for Women and Information Technology and the CS Teachers Associat ion. Her
goal for Bug Wars is to support 150 more students in the next 15 years.



Attach an optional document related to the nomination. (i.e. video, powerpoint,
website) Judges may or may not review it.

Download File

https://vo-general.s3.amazonaws.com/804ac49d-e33f-472d-9d6f-bd8c97834cba/d238c996-d4da-41f5-8814-ff0116690f49?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ4PRWO26HAX3IOCA&Expires=1634145219&response-content-disposition=inline%3B filename%3D%22Renee Bryce Web Page References.docx%22&response-content-type=application%2Fvnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document&Signature=egkeWl0m190WNZU4%2FU9s%2F5Ny7xM%3D


2018 TECH TITANS NOMINATION FORM 

TECH TITANS OF THE FUTURE UNIVERSITY LEVEL

The Tech Titans of the Future University Level award recognizes an accredited educational institution in the Metroplex 
that encourages and supports students to choose engineering and technology related disciplines as a preferred career 
path. This award category spotlights DFW area higher educational institutions’ technology related curricula and incentives 
to perpetuate tech-related knowledge transfer.  

Name of person providing testimonial 

_________________________________________________ 

Title 

_____________________________________________ 

Institution 

______________________________________________________________ 
 Student     Educator     Other 

Work Phone 

__________________ 

Cell Phone 

_________________ 

Email 

____________________________________________________ 

In the space provided describe how this program has impacted or benefited you and/or your institution in 
encouraging students to pursue engineering or technology related career paths. 


	Institution: University of North Texas
	Student: On
	Educator: Off
	Other: Off
	Complete in space provided: I first met Dr. Renee Bryce as an undergraduate student participating in the Bug Wars REU program at Utah State University. The Bug Wars REU program, led by Dr. Bryce was a valuable experience because I had the opportunity to be part of a team to conduct Software Testing research and publish/present my work. The opportunity to gain research experience as an undergraduate helped me to decide to pursue my PhD. Upon graduation, I joined the PhD program at the University of North Texas under the direction of Dr. Bryce. During this time, I worked on research in the areas of software testing and cyber security. My dissertation focused on advanced autonomous detection, identification, and mitigation of generalizable inter-procedural clone security-related coding bugs using learning models.  I also worked on the Bug Catcher system and ran software testing competitions to engage younger students in the field of Computer Science.I currently work on a national cyber security team for the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. In this role, I conduct static application security testing for applications and have related security engagements with information security and development teams across the Federal Reserve System. I also manage several security tools to aid in protecting different applications and work on a community of practice groups to inform different districts on software security related topics. I can confidently state that I owe a great deal of my success to Dr. Bryce and the research opportunities she offered me.


